Breakfast Seminar
August 26, 2012, Indore
The 34th in the series of monthly Sunday breakfast seminars was again blessed with overwhelming attendance by lighting lovers. The presentation "In search of shadows" was made by Ar. Sachin Paliwal, Head of the Indore Branch of Design Avenues, an organisation in the field of Architecture, Graphics and Interior Design. The programme commenced with the welcome address by the Chairman ISLE MPSC, Er. Akhilesh Jain. To celebrate Independence Day he read excerpts from the Autobiography of Mahatma Gandhi. The Chairman also, brought to the focus of the audience, the forthcoming Light India event in New Delhi and the coverage of ISLE MPSC in the July 2012 issue of the Newsletter. Through a series of graphic and photographic slides the speaker mesmerised the audience by explaining the inter-link between shadows and light and the way the human mind processes these by comparisons, expression and imagination to find new meanings in different objects under different conditions of light and shadow. Mr. Paliwal also addressed the question of the lighting schemes of symbols such as corporate logos and the Church of Light in Osaka which depicts the Cross as the source of light. He ended his presentation by saying "let us search the shadows to explore the world of creativity through Light." The programme concluded with the usual ceremonial celebration of the birthdays of ISLE Members born in August 2012. The session was anchored by Dr. G. Chandrashekar, Principal Director of a college in Indore and the Vote of thanks and announcements were made by Er. Dinesh Wadhwa, Hon.Sec. ISLE MPSC.